Abstract. We prove that every unitarizable fusion category admits a unique unitary structure. More generally, we show that the forgetful 2-functor from the 2-groupoid of unitary fusion categories, unitary monoidal equivalences and unitary monoidal natural isomorphisms to the 2-groupoid of unitarizable fusion categories, monoidal equivalences and monoidal natural isomorphisms is an equivalence. We prove analogous results for unitarizable braided fusion categories and unitarizable module categories.
Introduction
A unitary fusion category is a fusion category over the complex numbers with a compatible positive dagger, or * -structure. Such unitary structures naturally arise in many applications and constructions of fusion categories, most notably in the context of operator algebras, subfactor theory, and mathematical physics. Not every fusion category admits a unitary structure; the Yang-Lee category [EGNO15, Ex 8.18 .7, Ex 9.4.6] is a famous example of a non-unitary fusion category. Conversely, a fusion category could, in principle, have more than one unitary structure. Especially in light of the recent powerful operator algebraic classification techniques of unitary fusion categories [EG11, EG14, JMS14, APM15, Izu17], the question of uniqueness of unitary structure has become a significant open problem [Gal13, GHR13, Gal14, HP17] . (The explicit statement of Theorem 1 appears as Question 2.8 in [HP17] .) A partial answer for weakly group theoretical fusion categories was obtained in [GHR13] .
In this note, we completely address the general question and prove that every unitarizable 1 fusion category admits a unique unitary structure. We also extend our techniques to unitarizable braided fusion categories and unitarizable module categories.
Unitary fusion categories. Theorem 1. Every monoidal equivalence C − → D between unitary fusion categories is monoidally naturally isomorphic to a unitary monoidal equivalence.
Theorem 1 is proven in Section 2.1. It essentially follows from a categorification of polar decomposition: Every monoidal equivalence can be factored as a unitary monoidal equivalence followed by a 'positive monoidal auto-equivalence' (see Definition 2.2). It follows from the finiteness of the group of monoidal auto-equivalences of D that every such positive monoidal equivalence is trivial.
Uniqueness of the unitary structure on a unitarizable fusion category is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 applied to the identity functor.
Corollary 2. Every unitarizable fusion category admits a unique unitary structure (up to unitary monoidal equivalence).
Unitary braided fusion categories. The constructions in the proof of Theorem 1 are compatible with braidings, allowing us to extend our results to unitary braided fusion categories.
Theorem 6. Every braided monoidal equivalence A − → B between unitary braided fusion categories is monoidally naturally isomorphic to a unitary braided monoidal equivalence.
Theorem 6 is proven in Section 2.3. By a result of Galindo [Gal14, Thm 3 .2], any braiding on a unitary fusion category is unitary. Combining this with Theorem 6 shows that there is a unique unitary braided structure on any braided unitarizable fusion category 2 . Corollary 7. Every braided unitarizable fusion category admits a unique unitary braided structure (up to unitary braided monoidal equivalence).
Together with Theorem 3, Theorem 6 shows that the 2-groupoid EqBr of braided unitarizable fusion categories, braided monoidal equivalences and monoidal natural isomorphisms is equivalent to the 2-groupoid EqBr † of unitary braided fusion categories, unitary braided monoidal equivalences and unitary natural isomorphisms.
Corollary 8. The forgetful 2-functor EqBr † − → EqBr is an equivalence.
2 A braided unitarizable fusion category is a braided fusion category whose underlying fusion category is unitarizable.
Unitary module categories. The proof of Theorem 1 translates almost directly into a proof of uniqueness of the unitary structure on a unitarizable module category.
Theorem 9. Every module equivalence C M − → C N between unitary module categories over unitary fusion categories C and D is naturally isomorphic, as a module functor, to a unitary module equivalence.
Theorem 9 is proven in Section 2.3. Its proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, replacing finiteness of the group of monoidal auto-equivalences with finiteness of the group of module auto-equivalences. Again, uniqueness of the unitary structure on a unitarizable module category 3 is an immediate corollary.
Corollary 10. Every unitarizable module category admits a unique unitary structure (up to unitary module equivalence).
Remark 11. The category of dagger module functors between two given unitary module categories is a positive finite semisimple dagger category. Hence, any module natural isomorphism η : F = ⇒ G between unitary module equivalences may be factored into a unitary module natural isomorphism followed by a positive module natural isomorphism. However, there is no analogous statement to Theorem 3; there are non-trivial positive module natural isomorphisms.
Remark 12. Similar to Corollaries 4 and 8, it would be interesting to compare the algebraic Brauer-Picard 2-groupoid 4 BrPic of unitarizable fusion categories, invertible bimodule categories, and natural isomorphism classes of bimodule equivalences with its unitary counterpart BrPic † and prove that the forgetful 2-functor BrPic † − → BrPic is an equivalence. In fact, by Corollary 8 and the fact that the unitary Drinfeld center Z † (C) of a unitary fusion category equals [Gal14, Prop 3.1] its ordinary Drinfeld center Z(C), this would be a direct consequence of the widely expected (but to our knowledge still unproven) unitary version of the equivalence BrPic(C) − → EqBr(Z(C)) (see [ENO10, Thm 1.1]).
Remark 12 provides very strong evidence that every invertible finite semisimple bimodule category between unitary fusion categories is unitarizable and hence admits a unique unitary structure. Indeed, note that Theorems 1, 3, 6 and 9 may all be understood as asserting 'unitarizability' of various invertible morphisms. For non-invertible morphisms -such as non-invertible bimodule categories -the situation is far less clear.
Question 13. Is every finite semisimple module category over a unitary fusion category unitarizable (and hence admits a unique unitary structure)?
A cohomological perspective. Our results can be understood as a generalization of the fact that for a finite group G, the homomorphism
× is an isomorphism. Indeed, our proof mirrors the following elementary proof of this fact: Let ω(g 1 , . . . , g n ) denote a C × -valued n-cocycle. Taking absolute values of the n-cocycle equation shows that |ω(g 1 , . . . , g n )| and u(g 1 , . . . , g n ) := ω(g 1 , . . . , g n )/|ω(g 1 , . . . , g n )| are n-cocycles in H n (G, R >0 ) and H n (G, U (1)), respectively, and that ω(g 1 , . . . , g n ) = u(g 1 , . . . , g n )|ω(g 1 , . . . , g n )|. Moreover, it follows from finiteness of 3 A unitarizable module category over a unitary fusion category C is a finite semisimple module category over C which admits a compatible positive dagger structure.
4 By Remark 11, there are non-unitary module natural isomorphisms. Hence, we may only hope for an equivalence between the 2-truncations BrPic and BrPic † of the algebraic and unitary Brauer-Picard 3-groupoids BrPic and BrPic † .
G that H n (G, R >0 ) is zero, and hence that the positive n-cocycle |ω(g 1 , . . . , g n )| is cohomologous to the trivial cocycle. Therefore, ω is cohomologous to u.
Our proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 proceed analogously, replacing the factorization ω = u |ω| by a polar decomposition and deducing triviality of the positive part from the finiteness of the group of monoidal auto-equivalences and the universal grading group, respectively.
More precisely, given a unitary fusion category C, Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of the vanishing of the group h 2 (C, R >0 ) of (natural isomorphism classes of) monoidal autoequivalences of C with underlying identity functor and positive coherence natural isomorphism (see Proposition 2.4). Similarly, Theorem 3 is a direct consequence of the vanishing of the group h 1 (C, R >0 ) of positive monoidal natural automorphisms of the identity monoidal equivalence id C : C − → C (see Proposition 2.6). The appearance of these groups is no coincidence: If C is the category of G-graded vector spaces, then h 1 (C, R >0 ) and h 2 (C, R >0 ) are precisely the group cohomology groups H 1 (G, R >0 ) and H 2 (G, R >0 ). In general, there is no obvious cohomology theory h n of fusion categories specializing to h 1 and h 2 at n = 1, 2, but the prominent appearance of these groups nevertheless raises the question of whether our proofs are elementary versions of a more elegant cohomological result.
Monoidal 2-categories. Most of the material in this paper was developed using the framework and graphical calculus of the monoidal 2-category 2Hilb [Bae97] . However, to keep our presentation as elementary and accessible as possible, we present all proofs in terms of standard 1-categorical machinery, completely omitting the use of higher category theory.
For the interested reader, we demonstrate in Section 3 how some of the more subtle applications of naturality in the proof of Proposition 2.3 arise from simple isotopies in the graphical calculus. Section 3 is purely expositional and is not necessary for the technical developments of our results.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to André Henriques and David Penneys for many helpful comments and suggestions on an early version of this manuscript.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Linear dagger categories. In the following, a linear category is a category enriched in the category Vect C of finite-dimensional C-vector spaces and linear maps, and a linear functor is a Vect C -enriched functor.
A linear dagger category is a linear category equipped with a dagger structure, a Cantilinear, involutive, identity-on-objects functor (−) † : C op − → C. The standard example of a linear dagger category is the category Hilb of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps. A morphism u :
† for all morphisms f . The category of dagger functors and natural transformations between two linear dagger categories is itself a linear dagger category: For a natural transformation η : F − → G, we define η † : G − → F to be the natural transformation with components (η † ) A := η † A . In particular, this gives rise to notions of positive and unitary natural transformations. A dagger equivalence F : C − → D between linear dagger categories is a dagger functor F such that there exists a dagger functor G : D − → C for which F • G and G • F are unitarily naturally isomorphic to the respective identity functors.
A linear category is finite semisimple if it is equivalent, as a linear category, to the category Vect n C for some natural number n ∈ Z ≥0 . Similarly, a linear dagger category is positive finite semisimple if it is equivalent, as a linear dagger category, to the category Hilb n for some n ∈ Z ≥0 . Note that finite semisimplicity, and positive finite semisimplicity is a property of a linear category, or a linear dagger category, respectively. Remark 1.1. There are various equivalent (and arguably more elegant) definitions of finite semisimplicity. For example, a linear category C is finite semisimple if it is abelian, every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of simple objects, and there are finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects [EGNO15] . A choice of equivalence C − → Vect n corresponds to a choice of an ordered list of representative simple objects {c i } n i=1 of C. Positive finite semisimplicity of a linear dagger category C is equivalent to asserting that C is a Cauchy complete 5 C * -category with finite-dimensional Hom-spaces and finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects. A choice of an ordered list of representative simple objects {c i } n i=1 of C induces a canonical (but not unique) Hilbert space structure on the morphism spaces of C, and therefore an equivalence C − → Hilb n (also see [GMP + 18, Warning 3.42]).
Warning 1.2. There are linear dagger categories whose underlying linear category is finitely semisimple but which are not dagger equivalent to Hilb n . A necessary and sufficient condition [Müg00, Prop 2.1] for positive finite semisimplicity of a linear dagger category C is finite semisimplicity of the underlying linear category and positivity:
A natural transformation η : F = ⇒ G of dagger functors F, G : C − → D between positive finite semisimple dagger categories is unitary, or positive, if and only if each of its component morphisms η c is so in D, for every object (or equivalently for every simple object) c of C.
Semisimple functor categories. A linear functor Vect
n − → Vect m is determined, up to natural isomorphism, by its action on the objects (0, . . . , 0, C, 0, . . . , 0), resulting in an equivalence between the category of linear functors Vect n − → Vect m and the category Vect n×m . Hence, the category of linear functors and natural transformations between finite semisimple categories C and D is (non-canonically) equivalent to Vect n×m , where n and m are the number of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C and D, respectively. In particular, for a fixed set of representative simple objects
and every such collection extends to a natural transformation. Similarly, the category of linear dagger functors Hilb n to Hilb m is equivalent to Hilb n×m . Hence, fixing representative simple objects of C and D, and using the induced Hilbert space enrichment of C and D, gives rise to a (non-canonical) dagger equivalence between the category of linear dagger functors C − → D and Hilb n×m .
Unitary fusion categories.
A dagger monoidal category is a monoidal category equipped with a dagger structure such that all monoidal coherence isomorphisms are unitary and such that (f ⊗ g) † = f † ⊗ g † for all morphisms f, g. The latter condition may equivalently be expressed as stating that the tensor product functor − ⊗ − : C × C − → C is a dagger functor.
A monoidal category is rigid if every object has a right and a left dual. A multifusion category is a rigid monoidal linear category whose underlying linear category is finite semisimple. A fusion category is a multifusion category with simple monoidal unit. A unitary multifusion category is a rigid dagger monoidal category whose underlying linear dagger category is 5 A linear category is Cauchy complete if has direct sums and if idempotents split.
positive finite semisimple. A unitary fusion category is a unitary multifusion category with simple monoidal unit.
Recall [EGNO15, Def 2.4.1] that a monoidal functor F : C − → D between monoidal categories may be defined as a pair (F, f ) of a functor F : C − → D with the property that F (I C ) is isomorphic to I D , together with a natural isomorphism f c,c : F (c ⊗ c ) − → F (c) ⊗ F (c ) fulfilling the usual coherence condition. In the following, we always denote a monoidal functor by a blackboard-bold letter F and its underlying functor F and natural isomorphism f by the corresponding upper and lower case letter. A monoidal equivalence is a monoidal functor
A unitary monoidal equivalence between dagger monoidal categories is a monoidal equivalence F = (F, f ) whose underlying functor F is a dagger equivalence for which F (I C ) is unitarily natural isomorphic to I D and whose underlying natural isomorphism f is unitary.
A unitary braided fusion category is a unitary fusion category equipped with a unitary braiding. A unitary braided monoidal equivalence between unitary braided fusion categories is a unitary monoidal equivalence 
Proof. This follows directly from the corresponding statement in Hilb and the fact that every positive finite semisimple dagger category is equivalent to Hilb n for some n. 6 By Proposition 2.1, this condition is automatically satisfied.
followed by the positive morphism p := f f † : b − → b. We will make frequent use of the following direct consequence of polar decomposition.
Proof. Taking the adjoint of xv = wy and using unitarity of v and w, it follows that x † w = vy † and in particular that xx † w = wyy † or equivalently 2 = wν 2 w † . By uniqueness of the positive square root of positive morphisms, it follows that = wνw † .
The category of linear dagger functors C − → D between positive finite semisimple dagger categories is itself a positive finite semisimple dagger category. In particular, every natural transformation η : F = ⇒ G of dagger functors between positive finite semisimple dagger categories admits a polar decomposition. Explicitly, after fixing a representative set of simple objects {c i } n i=1 of C, one can decompose a natural transformation η : F = ⇒ G by decomposing the components η ci = p i u i : F (c i ) − → G(c i ) in D and by defining u : F = ⇒ G and p : G = ⇒ G as the unique natural transformations with components {u i :
and is an equivalence. Therefore, every linear functor between positive finite semisimple dagger categories is naturally isomorphic to a dagger functor. It follows from polar decomposition of natural transformations that this dagger functor is uniquely determined up to unitary natural isomorphism. Together with polar decomposition, this implies that every dagger functor which is an equivalence is a dagger equivalence.
Hence, up to monoidal natural isomorphism, we may always replace a monoidal equivalence F : C − → D between unitary fusion categories by a monoidal equivalence whose underlying functor is a dagger equivalence.
Definition 2.2. Let D be a unitary fusion category. We say that a monoidal autoequivalence D − → D is positive if it is monoidally naturally isomorphic to a monoidal autoequivalence (id D , p) whose underlying functor is the identity functor and whose coherence natural isomorphism 
the coherence equation for F can be written as
where α It follows from naturality of p that
and hence that f 
Similarly, it follows from positivity of p and naturality of its square root √ p that the composite p R is equal to the composite g † g, where g is defined as follows
and hence is positive. In particular, p 
Since F is a dagger equivalence, this is equivalent to the coherence equation for (id D , p). 7 The careful reader might object that C × C is not a positive finite semisimple dagger category and hence that Proposition 1.3 and the resulting polar decomposition cannot be applied directly to the natural isomorphism f . This can be remedied by observing that the tensor product functor −⊗− : C ×C − → C extends to a dagger functor between the positive finite semisimple dagger categories C C − → C, where − − denotes the Deligne product of positive finite semisimple dagger categories. Equivalently, the polar decomposition of f may be defined directly by polarly decomposing f c,c in D for every pair of simple objects c, c of C and extending the resulting D-morphisms to the corresponding positive and unitary natural transformation.
By definition (F, u) can be written as the composite of the monoidal equivalence F : C − → D followed by (id D , p −1 ) : D − → D and is hence also a monoidal equivalence.
We next show that every positive monoidal equivalence is in fact trivial.
Proposition 2.4. Every positive monoidal auto-equivalence C − → C of a unitary fusion category C is monoidally naturally isomorphic to the identity monoidal equivalence.
Proof. By definition, every positive monoidal equivalence is naturally isomorphic to a monoidal equivalence P = (id C , p) where p c,c : c ⊗ c − → c ⊗ c is positive. It follows from [ENO10, Thm 4.15] that the group Eq(C) of monoidal autoequivalences of C up to natural isomorphisms is finite. In particular, there is a natural number n such that P n = (id C , p n ) is naturally isomorphic to the identity monoidal equivalence. In other words, there is a natural isomor-
Since p is self-adjoint, it follows from repeated use of naturality of η that
† η is positive. Denote the unique positive 2nth root of µ by : id C = ⇒ id C and note that is invertible. It follows from uniqueness of 2nth roots that p c,c = −1 c⊗c ( c ⊗ c ), and hence that (id C , p) is monoidally naturally isomorphic to (id C , id −⊗− ).
Theorem 1 follows as a direct consequence of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.
Unitary monoidal natural isomorphisms.
In this section, we show that every monoidal natural isomorphism between unitary monoidal equivalences is automatically unitary. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1: First, we decompose the monoidal natural isomorphism into a unitary monoidal natural isomorphism followed by a positive monoidal natural isomorphism, and then we use a finiteness argument to show that there is no non-trivial positive monoidal natural isomorphism.
Proposition 2.5. Let F, G : C − → D be unitary monoidal equivalences between unitary fusion categories. Then, every monoidal natural isomorphism η : F = ⇒ G is the composite of a unitary monoidal natural isomorphism u : F = ⇒ G followed by a positive monoidal natural automorphism p : G = ⇒ G.
Proof. The natural isomorphism η : F = ⇒ G factors as a unitary natural isomorphism u : F = ⇒ G followed by a positive natural isomorphism p : G = ⇒ G. Applying Corollary 1.4 to the coherence equation
and hence that p : G = ⇒ G is a monoidal natural automorphism. By definition, the unitary natural isomorphism u : F = ⇒ G can be written as the composite u = p −1 η : F = ⇒ G of monoidal natural isomorphisms and is therefore also a monoidal natural isomorphism.
Proposition 2.6. Let F = (F, f ) : C − → D be a unitary monoidal equivalence between unitary fusion categories. Every positive monoidal natural automorphism η : F = ⇒ F equals the identity.
Proof. Since F is a dagger equivalence, every positive natural isomorphism η : F = ⇒ F is of the form F • p, where p : id C = ⇒ id C is a positive natural isomorphism. It follows from naturality of f that the monoidality equation for η = F • p may be rewritten as follows:
Invertibility of f and the fact that F is an equivalence imply that p c⊗c = p c ⊗ p c , and hence that p is a positive monoidal natural automorphism of the identity unitary monoidal equivalence C − → C. It is shown in [Pen18, Lem 3.19 ] that the group Aut + (id C ) of positive monoidal natural automorphisms of the identity is isomorphic to the group of group homomorphisms Hom(U C , R >0 ) from the universal grading group [EGNO15, Def 4.14.2] of C to R >0 . Since C is a unitary fusion category, the group U C is finite and Hom(U C , R >0 ) is trivial.
Theorem 3 is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6.
Remark 2.7. If C is a unitary multifusion category, the group Hom(U C , R >0 ) is non-trivial if C has more than one summand. In this case, there are non-trivial positive monoidal natural isomorphisms between unitary monoidal equivalences. In particular, Proposition 2.6 and therefore also Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 do not hold for general multifusion categories.
2.3. Unitary braided fusion categories. Turning our attention to braided monoidal categories, we now show that Theorem 6 immediately follows from the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 6. By Proposition 2.1, every braided monoidal equivalence between unitary braided fusion categories is naturally isomorphic to a braided monoidal equivalence F = (F, f ) : A − → B whose underlying functor F is a dagger equivalence. Following the proof of Proposition 2.3, we factor F into a unitary monoidal equivalence (F, u) : A − → B followed by a positive monoidal auto-equivalence (id B , p) : B − → B, and show that (id B , p) is in fact a braided monoidal auto-equivalence. Indeed, applying Corollary 1.4 to the compatibility condition
,F (a ) and hence that (id B , p) is a braided monoidal auto-equivalence. By definition, (F, u) is the composite of F : A − → B followed by (id B , p −1 ) : B − → B and is hence also a braided monoidal equivalence. The theorem then follows from Proposition 2.4 and the fact that (id B , p) is monoidally naturally isomorphic to the identity.
Unitary module categories. The proof of Theorem 9 is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1; we will first show that every module equivalence factors into a unitary module equivalence followed by a positive module equivalence, and then show that every positive module equivalence is trivial. The proofs of Propositions 2.9 and 2.10 are completely analogous to the proofs of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. For the reader's convenience, we spell them out again, following the wording of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 as closely as possible.
Definition 2.8. Let C M be a unitary module category over a unitary fusion category. We say that a module auto-equivalence C M − → C M is positive if it is naturally isomorphic, as a module functor, to a module functor (id M , p) whose underlying functor is the identity functor and whose coherence natural isomorphism p c,m : c m − → c m is positive. Proof. By definition, every positive module equivalence is naturally isomorphic to a module equivalence P = (id M , p) where p c,m : c m − → c m is positive. The group Aut C (M) of module auto-equivalences C M − → C M up to module natural isomorphisms is finite. (This can for example be seen by noting that the monoidal category End C (M) of module endofunctors is a multifusion category, and that Aut C (M) is the group of invertible objects in this multifusion category.) In particular, there is a natural number n such that P n = (id M , p n ) is naturally isomorphic to the identity module functor. In other words, there is a natural isomorphism η : id M = ⇒ id M such that p Theorem 9 is a direct consequence of Propositions 2.9 and 2.10.
A monoidal 2-categorical perspective
Most of the proofs in this paper were developed using the graphical calculus of the monoidal dagger 2-category 2Hilb of positive finite semisimple dagger categories, linear dagger functors and natural transformations. (This monoidal 2-category is equivalent to Baez's 2-category of 'finite-dimensional 2-Hilbert spaces' [Bae97] .) Many of the more subtle applications of naturality in the proofs of Proposition 2.3 and 2.4 become transparent once expressed in this graphical calculus. To give a flavour of such arguments, we sketch the relevant parts of the proof of Proposition 2.3 in this language. The following section is purely expositional and not relevant to the mathematical developments of Sections 1 and 2.
Proposition 2.1 shows that all structural data in question -the monoidal category C with tensor product m C := −⊗− : C C − → C and associator α : m C •(m C id C ) = ⇒ m C •(id C m C ), as well as the monoidal equivalence F = (F, f ) with underlying dagger functor F : C − → D and natural isomorphism f : F • m C = ⇒ m D • (F F ) -are given by objects, 1-and 2-morphisms of 2Hilb. As a monoidal 2-category, 2Hilb admits a graphical calculus of surface diagrams 8 in 3-space [BMS12] . We draw 1-morphism composition from right to left, 2-morphism composition from bottom to top, and depict the monoidal structure by layering surfaces behind one another, with the convention that tensor product occurs from back to front: that is, in a diagram for A B, the surface labeled A appears in front of the surface labeled B (see [DR18, Sec 2.1.2] for a more careful description of our conventions).
For example, the associator α of a unitary fusion category is depicted as follows: Here, the thick gray wires denote the 1-morphism m C , and the central black node denotes the 2-isomorphism α. (The thin gray bounding wires simply indicate the extent of the picture.) For clarity, we have also explicitly depicted the source and target of α; that source and target appear in the surface diagram as the bottom and top horizontal slices, respectively. Note that we will often omit labels on regions, wires, and nodes, when it is clear from context what those labels should be. The coherence natural isomorphism f of a monoidal equivalence F = (F, f ) : C − → D is depicted as follows: Next, we use naturality of p to re-expresses the composite f R , defined in equation (1), as the composite of equation (3). Graphically, this corresponds to the following simple isotopy:
In particular, the composites p R and u R of equation (4) are depicted as follows:
Unitarity of u R and positivity of p R evidently follow from unitarity of u and positivity of p, proving that f R = p R u R is the unique polar decomposition of f R , which in turn allows us to conclude the proof of Proposition 2.3 by applying Corollary 1.4.
